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Click Scolmore’s lights are shining brightly on a 
whole host of famous faces at the new SIS Arena 
Club at the Sheffield Arena - most recently the 
VIP Personality of the Year.

A selection of downlighters, pendant lights, emergency 
signs, plus control gear, supplied by WF Electrical, 
were fitted at the brand new, 150-seater hospitality 
suite, which was used to entertain many of the celebrity 
guests attending the prestigious awards ceremony on 
December 13th. 

The project was completed by RCS Electrical Contrac-
tors.  Faced with a tight installation deadline, contractor 
Robert Curson, turned to Click Scolmore to provide a 
one-stop solution for all the elements required to com-
plete the lighting project.  An installer for more than 20 
years, he regularly uses Click products on a range of 
domestic and commercial projects.  

He said:  “With every project you take on you are look-
ing for the right products for the job and quality is al-
ways paramount.  With this particular installation, the 
deadline was extremely tight so to be able to turn to one 
supplier for all the components was critical in getting the 
job done on time.  I use Click products regularly - they 
look really good, are reasonably priced and you can 
guarantee the quality.”

Part of the 13,500 Sheffield Arena complex, the pur-
pose-built SIS Arena Club was opened in October 2009 
- with Sir Cliff Richard, the first person to use its facilities 
to celebrate his 69th birthday.

Robert Curson, turned to Click Scolmore to 
provide a one-stop solution for all the elements 
required to complete the lighting project.

A selection of downlighters, pendant lights, 
emergency signs, plus control gear, supplied  
by WF Electrical, were fitted.

Lighting UP The BBC Sports Personality Awards
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“Flint Glass Wharf boasts an exceptional speci-
fication.  We believe it is the finishing touches 
which count...  and chrome switches throughout 
add to the luxury’. These are the words used on 
the Flint Glass Wharf website to describe this 
magnificent new canal side development of 136 
apartments, recently completed by Northern 
Group in the Ancoats area of Manchester

Manchester-based developers, the northerngroup, had  
no hesitation in specifying Click Scolmore’s Define range 
of flat plate electrical accessories to provide the high  
specification look required.

Switches, dimmer switches, socket outlets and new  
media plates were used throughout each apartment in  
the development as well as in all the communal areas.   

Northerngroup’s Sara Swales commented: “We were  
looking for products with a particular quality and finish  
that would be in keeping with the luxurious feel of this 
development.    

Click Scolmore’s Define range provided all the answers  
in terms of the wide selection of products available and  
the flexibility they offered.  Plus we knew that we would 
have the back up of Scolmore’s reliable technical and  
customer support service.”

Hirst and Danson, the electrical contractors responsible  
for the installation, have used Scolmore products on  
numerous projects. Stuart Partington cited the comprehensive 
range and the flexibility of the products as key benefits of 
working with Scolmore.

“Using the new media plates meant that we had a greater 
degree of flexibility and were able bring together various 
media modules onto a single plate, rather than having to  
fit lots of different sockets.”  

Situated just ten minutes walk for Manchester city centre, 
the development at Flint Glass Wharf has attracted a lot 
of interest since completion with many of the apartments 
already occupied. 

Click Scolmore Defined As The Perfect Solution
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Click Scolmore’s new media products have been a popular 
choice with contractors since their launch earlier this  
year and they were the first choice for Lee Roche of LCR  
Integrated Systems, when tasked with fitting out Ricky  
Hatton’s new health and fitness gym in Hyde, Cheshire.

The Click Scolmore media plates and modules are  
designed to bring practical and aesthetic solutions to 
the array of media and power cabling requirements for 
today’s technology-driven work and home environments. 
At the same time, they provide installers with a flexible, 
user-friendly system - so the perfect solution for Lee when 
it came to installing 27 TV / audio stations at the new gym 
premises in Market Street.

Instead of numerous individual sockets, single New  
Media plates were used to bring together the various 
media modules.  The individual modules are available in 
a black or white finish and suitable for mounting on blank 
plates from across the Click range of wiring accessories. 
These include the CLICK DECO, DEFINE and the recently 
launched DEFINITY screwless range plus the POLAR and 
MODE moulded range of accessories. They offer a host of 
mounting facilities - from a single module in a single plate 
through to a 16-module plate with the latest addition being 
the Semi-Modular Media plate - giving total flexibility to mix 
and match the modules and making them suitable  
for commercial as well as residential installations.

Comments Lee Roche: “With such a comprehensive  
collection of lighting and electrical accessories to choose 
from, Click Scolmore can always be relied on to come up 
with the best products for the job. The new media plates 
aren’t just a practical solution they also provide a very  
stylish finished look - which in a job of this nature is  
very important.” 

Having completed work on the Hatton Gym and Fitness 
Club, Lee is now working on the world-famous welter-
weight champion’s brand new dream home, where Click 
Scolmore’s lighting and electrical accessories will be 
exclusively installed.

Click Scolmore Punching Above Its Weight
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Click Scolmore’s MODE electrical acces-
sories have been specified at the Tesco 
Extra superstore in Prescot, Merseyside - 
the subject of a recent 40,000 sq m  
expansion.

2-gang sockets in a white finish have been sited 
throughout the sound and vision department, 
providing power outlets for the store’s extensive 
range which includes televisions, Hi-Fi systems, 
computers and laptops.  The products were in-
stalled by electrical and mechanical engineering 

and contracting firm, Jackson Rich, and project 
manager Mark Smethurst specified the Click 
products for their ease of installation and  
competitive pricing. 

MODE is a stylish, contemporary and flexible 
range of smooth profile electrical accessory 
products.  The modular design allows installers 
and designers unprecedented flexibility in  
creating dedicated wiring solutions.

Tesco plugs into Click Scolmore’s flexible accessories
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The future of Burnham Rugby Club is looking 
brighter after Fumagalli outdoor lights were  
installed during the club’s recent £250,000  
extension programme.

In addition to the redevelopment of the 30 year old chang-
ing rooms, the club has benefited from an extension to 
the first floor lounge to create an outdoor, decked viewing 
area.   Lanterns and lamp posts from the new Fumagalli 
modern range - exclusively supplied in the UK by Click 
Scolmore - were specified for this outdoor area, chosen for 
their contemporary looks and the low maintenance solu-
tion they provide.

Comments Peter Gaylard, the Club’s Treasurer:  “With the 
club situated within just 5 miles of the coast, corrosion is a 
real problem.   The outdoor lighting products from Fuma-
galli provided us with the ideal solution.   They are made 
using a unique resin formulation that is weather and saline 
resistant and this means they offer a lifetime guarantee 
against corrosion.  The durable finish is maintenance free 
- so no extra preparation or painting will ever be necessary 
in order to retain the original appearance.”

The new Modern range is the latest addition to the com-
prehensive Fumagalli collection that provides the ultimate 
‘fix and forget’ solution to a host of outdoor and indoor 
lighting requirements.

Fumagalli sheds light on the future of Burnham Rugby Club
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